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Vector image is a type of image composed of many geometric primitives. Compared with bitmaps, vector images have the ability
to save memory as well as to enlarge without distortion. Meanwhile, it has been commonly adopted in data visualization (image
data) because it can be scaled to multiple sizes to fit different scenes. For instance, it can be applied for the illustrations in
newspapers and magazines, the logo on the web, the background for poster, the design of text, and traffic signs. However,
transforming a bitmap to vector image is still a challenging problem because of the complicated content of a bitmap, which tends
to consist of more than just simple geometry. Aiming at this issue, there is a new approach proposed to transform from bitmaps to
vector images, which is based on triangle units and consists of three steps. In detail, firstly, there is an initial mesh constructed for
one image in pixel level after detecting features. +en, the initial mesh will be simplified by collapsing two vertices as the initial
mesh is too dense to represent one image. Specifically, there are two main parts in this step, which are collapse conditions and
collapse influences. In the step of collapsing, issues such as overlap and sharp triangles can be conquered by a sort-edge method
(which will be illustrated specifically later). +e final step is to select one color for each triangle, since it is helpful to save the
memory and speed up the process of this method. In addition, one color will represent one triangle; hence, in the final step, the
four-triangle sample method will be applied in order to prevent a vector image from generating too large color discontinuity. Once
the pretest proceeds without mistake, the method above is able to work for the general bitmaps. Note that our method can be
applied to information security and privacy, since one image can be encoded to some triangles and colors.

1. Introduction

Visualization of image data tends to be spread into many
aspects in today’s industries such as the illustrations in
magazines, the logo on the web, and the images of posters.
To take a poster as an example (especially a big size of
poster), usually, there might be a large number of scales
needed for various scenes if there aremore than one image in
a poster. +en generally there are two options for poster
production. One is to prepare bitmaps of multiple scales to
meet diverse needs, while it costs large storage space and
larger bitmaps might be distorted. +erefore, in order to
prevent visual distortion in enlarging, the second method of
applying vector images to a poster tends to be preferred

instead. In the field of information security and privacy,
image vectorization can be used to represent one image by a
lot of triangles, which can encrypt the image. In the edge
computing mode, some images may need to be processed
into a vector, which can ensure the reliability of data.

To transform bitmaps into vector images, some methods
have been proposed [1–3]. Xia et al. [1] introduced a vec-
torization algorithm, in which they constructed the initial
mesh in the subpixel level and used TPS [4] to do the color
fitting. In this way, the representing feature in subpixel can
pinpoint the location of features; meanwhile, +in-Plate
Splines (TPS) seem to perform well on the surface smooth.
However, critically it requires large memory and compu-
tation and a huge number of parameters for one triangle.
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Instead of using curved triangles like [1], Liao et al. [2]
provided an iterated method for image triangulation. +ey
subdivided each triangle into four small triangles to make
the surface smooth. With the increasing number of itera-
tions, the surface becomes smoother. However, it is time-
consuming and might generate a large number of small
triangles. +erefore, both the TPS and subdivided method
will result in vector images with large memory.

In order to avoid potential problems in previous expe-
rience, there is a new method about transforming bitmap to
vector image proposed in this paper. +e main difference of
this current method is in the aspects of pixel-level image
triangulation and color selection (i.e., allocating one color for
one triangle). +e new method can be divided into the three
following steps: initial mesh construction, mesh simplifica-
tion, and color selection. Different from [1] whose initial mesh
is constructed in the subpixel level, the current method’s
initial mesh is created in pixel level. In this way, less cost of
memory is required and the process is able to be run faster.

Before constructing the mesh, feature detection is nec-
essary, since color discontinuity is significant in these fea-
tures’ area, which should be treated specifically. +e initial
mesh is very dense after creation; thus, a simplification of
initial mesh tends to be essential. In particular, collapse is a
way of mesh simplification, which can be defined as a merge
of one vertex and another, followed by some influence on
each of the vertices’ neighborhood’s changing (Figure 1). In
this step, two aspects need to be considered, collapse con-
dition and collapse influence. +e former refers to the re-
quirement to perform different operations on the collapse in
different situations. +e latter refers to the effect on the
structure of the vertices after the collapse is completed. At
the same time, in order to prevent overlap (Figure 2) and
sharp angle in the results of collapse, the sort-edge method is
applied. Once the mesh is simplified, one image can be
represented by a certain number of triangles, which is called
image triangulation. Image triangulation has extensive us-
ages such as image vectorization [1] and image editing [2].
As for the last step of color selection, there are many in-
terpolation functions such as nearest interpolation, linear
interpolation, and+in-Plate Splines [4]. +is paper will use
one color as an example to fill a triangle. Even though it is
challenging to fill a triangle with just one color considering it
is a discrete fitting, using one color fitting still takes ad-
vantage of reducing memory costs and speeding up the
program process. Furthermore, beneficially the four-triangle
sample method used for color selection is able to prevent
vector from generating overdiscontinuity. After color se-
lection for each triangle, every triangle’s coordinates of three
vertices and RGB colors will be recorded, which can be saved
as an SVG format vector image. Our contributions are
summarized as follows:

(i) We propose a method to convert bitmaps into
vector figures. +is method includes three steps:
initial mesh construction, mesh simplification, and
color selection.

(ii) In initial mesh construction, we first constructed a
square mesh at the pixel level instead of the subpixel

level to improve efficiency. +en we used feature
detection and its results to divide the square mesh
into the triangular mesh. +e use of feature de-
tection allows the segmentation process to consider
the significance of color discontinuity.

(iii) In initial mesh construction, we mainly simplify the
generated triangular mesh through the collapse
operation. In this process, various situations are
regulated by constructing collapse conditions, and
the occurrence of overlap and the sharp triangle is
avoided through the sort-edge method.

(iv) In color selection, to improve efficiency, one color is
used for one triangle, and a quantitative method is
used to measure the quality of the color selection. At
the same time, four-triangle sampling is used to
reduce color discontinuity.

+e rest of this paper is organized as the following
sections. Section 2 will elaborate related work about image
vectorization. In Section 3, the method of image vectori-
zation will be introduced, which includes three steps of
initial mesh construction, mesh simplification, and color
selection. Section 4 is going to illustrate the results of vector
images, the discussion of the current method, and future
work.

2. Related Work

+e vector image is represented by geometric base primi-
tives. It has wide applications such as [5] and may apply to
some other domains like image captioning [6–8]. Recently,
some new methods for image vectorization are proposed
[9–12]. In general, there are three geometric base primitives
for transforming a bitmap into a vector image, which are
diffusion curve, gradient mesh, and triangles. +e diffusion
curve [13, 14] is the base unit for a smooth vector image
creation. For example, Xie et al. [3] and their team have
suggested a method that can automatically generate sparse
diffusion curve vectorizations of raster images by fitting
curves in the Laplacian domain. Besides, there are also some
studies about the diffusion curve [15, 16]. Image vectori-
zation based on gradient mesh [17, 18] is also available. To
prove it, there are some studies that discovered color op-
erations by gradient mesh [19–22].

Triangle is used as based primitives for image vectori-
zation in this paper. Image triangulation has wide appli-
cations such as image vectorization [1], image editing [2],
stylized image [23], image compression [24, 25], and some
other cases like [26–28]. Image triangulation usually has two
steps, initial mesh construction and mesh simplification. As
has been stated previously, the initial mesh construction of
Xia et al. [1] is overcomplicated and memory-consuming,
since they use subpixel features to construct the initial mesh.
As for mesh simplification, a method of [29, 30] using
quadric error as a metric can determine the order of sim-
plification. In the current method, there tends to be no
particular order for collapse; meanwhile, the collapse is only
limited by collapse conditions. For each iteration, the passive
vertices of one collapse are randomly chosen. Besides, Liao
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et al. [2] and their team provide a different way for image
triangulation. +ey add an additional step that subdivides
the simplified mesh to smooth the surface in a further way.
Specifically, one triangle can be subdivided into four small
triangles for a smoother surface based on certain algorithms
for triangulation such as classical triangulation algorithms
like Delaunay [31]. Recently, TriWild [32] is suggested as a
preferred one, which is a robust 2D meshing algorithm and
generates curved triangles reproducing smooth feature
curves.

Color selection is a suitable method. In the case of [1], it
uses TPS [4] to fit color. +in-Plate Splines (TPS) are a
spline-based technique for data interpolation and smooth-
ing. Recently, Chen et al. [33, 34] discovered image vecto-
rization by adopting TPS. Applying TPS to color fitting
requires saving a huge number of parameters for one tri-
angle, though it can achieve a smooth surface. In [2], the
color can be smooth and natural by subdividing one triangle
into four small triangles. +is paper’s method may generate
too large color discontinuity, since one color for one triangle
is a discrete fitting. Fortunately, conducting a four-triangle
sample method is able to address this problem.

In conclusion, “one color for one triangle” can maintain
its advantages of saving storage and easy calculation; on the
other hand, it can avoid disadvantages of generating large
color discontinuity by using the four-triangle sample
method.

3. Image Vectorization

In this section, the process of constructing the initial tri-
angular mesh and simplifying the mesh and color fitting (or

color selection) will be illustrated specifically. +e first two
steps are renamed as image triangulation. +e third step
achieves image vectorization by color selection. +e total
steps of image vectorization are summarized as follows:

(1) +e first step is the initial mesh construction. It is
about how to construct the mesh based on the
original pixels after feature detection. Feature pixels
are treated specifically, since color discontinuity is
much larger compared with general pixels.

(2) +e second step is mesh simplification. It is necessary
to simplify the mesh to get a smaller number of
triangles because the initial mesh tends to be too
dense to represent one image. In particular, collapse
is used to simplify the mesh, which contains collapse
conditions and collapse influences. Problems like
overlap and sharp triangles are able to be addressed
by the sort-edge method.

(3) +e final step is color selection, which is about how
to determine the color for the triangle. +e error
function is defined in this step to get the best color
for each triangle. It is recommended to adopt a four-
triangle sample method to prevent vector image
from generating color overdiscontinuity.

3.1. Initial Mesh Construction. +e bitmap is composed of
pixels with colors (gray or RGB). Image vectorization begins
with constructing the initial base units from bitmap because
image vectorization needs to use geometric units to repre-
sent one image. Triangles are used as base units in this
method; thus, this beginning step is about constructing
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Figure 1: (a) Before collapse. (b) After collapse. We can see that there are 5 types of vertices a, b, Cab, Oa, Ob .
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Figure 2: (a) Before collapse. (b) Overlap after collapse. We can see that before collapse the sequence of neighbors of a except b is
g, c, d, e, f  but after collapse the sequence becomes g, d, c, e, f  which means overlap happens.
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initial triangular mesh on a bitmap. It can be subdivided into
three steps, which are square mesh construction, feature
detection, and transferring square mesh to triangular mesh.

Firstly, for each pixel in an image, the nearest four pixels
(up, down, left, and right) are linked, which will result in a
square mesh. In this step, for general pixels, they have four
neighbor pixels. For boundary pixels, they have only three
neighbor pixels. In addition, for four vertexes of one image,
they have only two neighbor pixels.

Secondly, neighbor feature pixels belonging to the same
feature should have one edge to link them together. Canny
[35] is used to detect features, which consists of feature
pixels. Detected features are thinned to 1-pixel wide and
linked by small gaps. Features shorter than 10 pixels should
be discarded. Different features are marked for different
flags. Once the feature pixels in the image are identified, they
will be divided into different types. +en, the square mesh
can be transferred to triangular mesh.

Finally, the square mesh is transferred to a triangular
mesh. For each square mesh, there are four pixels. If the
diagonal of square mesh has two feature pixels, the two
feature pixels must be linked by one edge as neighbor pixels.
Otherwise, either side of diagonal can be chosen as an edge
(Figure 3), which is not significantly influenced by the
features. All square meshes should be operated referring to
the above statements for generating triangular mesh in the
final. Initial mesh construction tends to be completed here.

3.2. Simplify Mesh. A large number of triangles are gener-
ated by initial mesh construction. Mesh simplification can
reduce the number of triangles by collapse. As noted in this
paper, the two vertices related to one collapse should be
distinguished. As is shown in Figure 1, vertices a collapse
into vertices b. a is called active vertices in this collapse; and
b is called passive vertices (i.e., the position of passive
vertices in one collapse is fixed). In the process of collapse,
specifically, there are two points that need to be concerned.
One is the condition of collapse, and the other is the in-
fluence of collapse. Garland and Heckbert [29] and their
team simplify mesh by quadric error metrics. Differently,
collapse conditions are used to control collapse in the
current method.+e collapse condition is composed of some
rules to limit the collapse. For example, collapse conditions
should prevent collapse from generating overlap and sharp
triangles. Moreover, collapse conditions can only be con-
ducted when one vertex collapses into another, which needs
the user’s personal judgement. Collapse influence is about
the changes in the topology of the triangular mesh when
collapse happens. +ere are five kinds of vertices type. +e
influence of each type of vertices will be explained in detail
later.

3.2.1. Collapse Conditions. +e whole image has four ver-
tices that should be fixed in the process of collapse. In the
same way, one image has four boundaries.+e vertices in the
same boundary can collapse to each other. In one collapse, if
one vertex is in boundary and another is not, then it can be
passive vertex but cannot be active vertex, since boundary

vertices collapsing into nonboundary vertices will destroy
the shape of the image. +e rest of the vertex is divided into
feature vertices and general vertices (nonfeature vertices).
Feature vertices are detected by Canny. Two feature vertices
with the same feature can collapse to each other (in the
condition that is not concerned about the shape of the
feature, which will be talked about below). However, if
collapse happens between feature vertices and general
vertices, feature vertices cannot be active vertices. As for
general vertices, they can be either active vertices or passive
vertices.

For one feature (here feature refers to the set of feature
vertices that belong to the same feature), the end of it should
be fixed; otherwise, this feature may disappear. Suppose one
feature f � v1, v2, . . . , vn , where vi, i ∈ n denotes the
vertices in order which belong to feature f, which has n

vertices. If v1 and vn are not fixed, then v1 can collapse to v2
when meeting the collapse conditions. Additionally, it may
appear that vn−1 collapses to vn and, finally, only vn remains.
It may show that the feature f � vn  if the end vertices of f

are not fixed. +ere is another constriction of collapse be-
tween the same feature vertices, which is the shape of one
feature. One collapse should not be allowed if it influences
the shape of the feature a lot. As shown in Figure 4, a

collapses to b (same as a is active vertices and b is passive
vertices in this collapse), and angle(cab) is used to measure
the extent of change to the shape of the feature, which can be
computed as

θ � arccos
L(a, c)

2
+ L(a, b)

2
− L(b, c)

2

2L(a, c)L(a, b)
 , (1)

where L(·) denotes the Euclidean distance of two vertices
and θ represents angle(cab).

Collapse does not allow two-edge cross which is called
overlap; hence, the collapse will be rolled back once overlap
happens. +e way of judging whether there is overlap or not
is based on the following criteria (sort-edge method). As
shown in Figure 4, the authors suppose that vertex a col-
lapses to vertex b. Before the collapse, a coordinated system
is created with a as the origin.+e anticlockwise order of the
neighbors of a (except passive vertices) is g, c, d, e, f . Note
that only the order is concerned (i.e., the first one of this
order is arbitrary); g, c, d, e, f  is equivalent to f, g, c, d, e .
After the collapse, the authors use vertex b as the origin to
create a coordinate system and to judge if the anticlockwise

Figure 3: Initial mesh construction. Red point represents feature
pixel, and gray point represents general pixel.
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order of the neighbors of b is the same as that of a. If the
order before the collapse is different from that after the
collapse, then roll back this collapse; otherwise allow this
collapse.

+e sharp triangle is defined as the triangle that has a
very small angle. A stricter limit for the collapse is to avoid
sharp triangles due to their many disadvantages. For ex-
ample, compared with the equilateral triangle, the distri-
bution of sampling points for a sharp triangle is more
uneven in the process of color selection, which may cause a
large error. Besides, the sharp triangle is not friendly to
subsequent collapse. Fortunately, the sort-edge method can
be adopted to avoid sharp triangles. In order to avoid sharp
triangles, it is allowed to directly calculate the angle of two
adjacent edges and then roll back the collapse that generates
a small angle because the sequence of edges has already been
known.

3.2.2. Collapse Influences. A collapse will be accepted if it
meets collapse conditions.+e vertices in one collapse can be
identified as five types. It is supposed that vertex a collapses
to vertex b (i.e., a is the active vertex and b is the passive
vertex). +en five types of vertices can be defined as
a, b, Cab, Oa, Ob , where Cab denotes the vertices that are
neighbors of both a and b. Oa denotes the vertices that only
link with a and Ob denotes the vertices that only link with b.
Take Figure 3 for an example; Cab � c, g , Oa �

h, i, j , Ob � d, e, f . In actual implementation, the au-
thors create a struct for vertices that have a neighbor list, also
called the edge list. Specifically, the changes of five types of
vertices were actually accompanied by the changes of
neighbor list, which are explained as follows.

For vertex a, it is the active vertices in this collapse,
which just requires clear identification of all neighbors in the
neighbor list, since vertices a will disappear after the col-
lapse. For passive vertices b, they delete the neighbor a and
add all vertices in Oa as new neighbors. When a disappears
after the collapse, all vertices in Oa should delete a in their
neighbor list and include b, since, with a collapsing to b, the
vertices linked to a will now link to b. As for vertices in Cab,
they delete a in their neighbor list because vertices a col-
lapsing to vertices b can be described as that a and b are now
the same. Vertex in Ob is kept unchanged, which means the
collapse has no influence on Ob. As shown in Figure 1, the
collapse can change the triangular mesh structure while
making the number of triangles less, which is the aim of
mesh simplification.

3.2.3. Algorithm Design. In code implementation, a struc-
ture named Vertices for vertices is designed. In the structure

Vertices, there are some members such as position (the
position of this vertex), Neighbors (the neighbor vertices of
this vertex, it is a list), and color (the color of these vertices).
+erefore, the list of Vertices can be used to represent the
triangular mesh. Actually, the step of mesh simplification is
also operating Neighbors in Vertices.

Algorithm 1 shows the symbolic description of the al-
gorithm based on the assumption that vertices a collapse to
vertices b. +e structure Vertices of a is as va, and similarly,
vb denotes the structure Vertices of b. Na, Nb denote the
Neighbors of a, b, and na, nb denote the items of Na, Nb,
which are also the structure. +e function remove (x, y)
means deleting its neighbor y by removing y from its
Neighbors (remove y in x’s neighbor list) in the structure
Vertices of x. Function create (x, y) means adding y into x’s
neighbor list and function clear (x) means clearing all
neighbors of vertices x.

As is discussed in collapse influences, the vertices in one
collapse can be divided into five types. For each type, the
impact tends to be different. Specifically, Algorithm 1 starts
from the loop through the neighbor vertices of active vertices
in one collapse. As for each of the neighbor vertices, their
neighbor list tends to be updated according to their own
type. +e time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(1) because of
the constant number of neighbors of one vertex.

Given that the triangular mesh can be represented by
the list of Vertices. +e steps of algorithm for mesh
simplification are shown in Algorithm 2. Function ran-
dom (x) means to randomly choose one neighbor of
vertices x; meanwhile, function collapse_condition (x, y)
returns true if this collapse is allowed, and function
collapse (x, y) in this algorithm refers to the functionality
of Algorithm 1.

As is shown in Algorithm 2, it loops through the entire
vertices list. As for each vertex, one of its neighbor vertices is
randomly chosen. +en this vertex is collapsed to its
neighbor vertices. Algorithm 2 will be iterated T times. In
most of authors’ experiments, T is set to 40. +erefore, the
time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(M), where M denotes
the total number of vertices in one image.

3.3. Color Selection. After mesh simplification, image tri-
angulation is completed, which means the bitmap is rep-
resented by many triangles. In order to distinguish image
vectorization, each triangle should be colored. For triangle
coloring, Xia et al. [1] introduced TPS [4] to do color fitting,
but TPS [4] has high computation and storage consumption.
A different way of color fitting is implemented in this current
study. Specifically, only one color will be used to represent
one triangle, which needs more accurate color selection as it
is a discrete fitting.

Each triangle should be subdivided into n2 equal parts,
which means dividing each side length of the triangle into n

equal parts (in this paper n is set to 3). +en the center of
each subtriangle is taken as a sample (Figure 5). Since only
one color is needed, an error function is defined for each
sample like the following formula:

a

b
c

Angle (cab)

Figure 4: Keep feature shape. If vertices a want to collapse into
vertices b, then angle(cab) should be larger than threshold.
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errori � 
N

j

ci − cj

�����

�����, (2)

where ci, cj denote the colors of the ith and jth samples.N is
the number of samples. errori denotes the error of ith
sample.

+e best color of the triangle is the ith sample with
minimum errori for i � 1, 2, . . . , N.

cbest � color argmin
i∈N

errori , (3)

where color(·) denotes the function that gets color by using
sampling point as input parameter.

However, sampling from only one triangle may cause
large color continuity; hence, each triangle is too inde-
pendent. +erefore, to address this problem, this paper
provides an approach of four-triangle sample (Figure 6)
method. Conducting this method can start from defining the
triangle that is doing color selection as a reference triangle.
For each reference triangle, there are three near triangles and
each of them shares one edge with a reference triangle.
Sampling points from these four triangles get the best color
for the reference triangle using formulas (2) and (3). Nev-
ertheless, there is a consideration that needs to be concerned
which is if one side of the reference triangle is feature edge,
the triangle related to this feature edge should not be
sampled. Two triangles sharing one feature edge must have a

Input: the structure Vertices of active vertices a, the structure Vertices of passive vertices b.
Output: the structure Vertices of a, b, Cab, Oa, Ob 

(1) for na in Na do
(2) if na �� vb then
(3) continue
(4) isCommon�� false//judge if na is in Cab

(5) for nb in Nb do
(6) if na �� nb then
(7) isCommon� true
(8) break
(9) for nna

in Nna
do

(10) if nna
�� va then

(11) remove (na, a)//operation for both Oa and Cab

(12) if isCommon�� false then
(13) create (vb, na)//operation for b

(14) create (na, vb)//operation for Oa

(15) clear (va)//operation for a

ALGORITHM 1: Collapse algorithm.

Input: the list of Vertices
Output: the list of Vertices (simplified)

(1) for v in Vertices do
(2) n� random (v)
(3) if collapse_condition (v, n)�� true then
(4) collapse (v, n)

ALGORITHM 2: Mesh simplification algorithm.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) +e original triangle. (b) Subtriangles. (c) Samples of subtriangles.
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very different color because color discontinuity is significant
in the feature area.

4. Results and Discussion

+e proposed method about image vectorization consists of
three steps, which are initial mesh construction, mesh
simplification, and color selection (Figure 7). Some results
about our method are shown in Figure 8. All of these steps
are described, respectively, as follows:

Step 1: initial mesh construction

(i) Input Images. +e input images are bitmaps
with formats of png, jpg, etc. +e size of
input images is arbitrary.

(ii) Canny Detection. Using Canny to detect
features in the input image, the thresholds of
Canny are set to 0.05 and 0.125, respectively.
+e features shorter than 10 pixels are
removed.

(iii) Square Mesh Construction. For each pixel in
the input image, connect it to its neighbor s
with four pixels (up, down, left, and right),
which will result in a dense square mesh.

(iv) Triangular Mesh Construction. Every square
mesh consists of 4 pixels. If both the two
pixels on its diagonal are feature pixels
(detected by Canny), just connect this di-
agonal and it will make this square change
to 2 triangles. Or either diagonal can be
connected to generate 2 triangles. +us, a
dense triangular mesh is got.

Step 2: mesh simplification

(i) Collapse Vertices. Each vertex (same as the
pixel, also named vertices in this section)
randomly chooses one neighbor vertex of it
(two vertices with an edge between them are
called neighbor vertices) and then collapses
itself into its neighbor vertices if this collapse
meets collapse conditions. +e iterations for
all vertices are set to 40. After that, the
simplified triangular mesh can be created.

(ii) Extract Triangles. BFS algorithm is used to
extract all triangles on the triangular mesh.
Each triangle is saved as 3 vertices.

Step 3: color selection

(i) Point Sampling. +e side of every extracted
triangle needs to be equally subdivided into
n parts. As shown in Figure 5, linking the
points on the side will generate n2 sub-
triangles. +e center of every subtriangle
will be extracted as a sampling point. +us,
n2 sampling points can be gained for each
triangle. In this implementation, n is set to 3.

(ii) Select Colors for Triangles. +is method uses
formulas (2) and (3) to get the best color
from the sampling points for each triangle.

(iii) Saved as SVG Format. Once the three ver-
tices of each triangle and their corre-
sponding color are finally settled, all the
information can be saved as SVG format,
which is also the format of the vector image.

4.1. Details and Memory Trade-Off Experiment. +is exper-
iment is about adjusting parameters to do details andmemory
trade-off. +e current method about image vectorization
starts fromCanny detection whose threshold is set to 0.05 and
0.125, respectively. Features shorter than 10 pixels are
dropped, since they are considered unimportant. In the step
of mesh simplification, for each iteration, all pixels in one
image will be enumerated to collapse and the total number of
iterations is set to 40. In color selection, each triangle will be
subdivided into 9 small triangles for sampling.

+e compared parameters here are cos(angle), feature
length, and side length. +e parameter cos(angle) controls
the smallest angle of each triangle; feature length limits the
length of feature; side length prevents the side length of each
triangle from over length. To test the influences of these
parameters, the authors set cos(angle) in {−0.8, −0.5, −0.2},
feature length in {10, 30, 50}, and side length� 100. +e
result is shown in Figure 9. In addition, the authors set side
length in {10, 30, 50, 100}, cos(angle))� −0.5, and feature
length� 30. +e result is shown in Figure 10.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) One-triangle sample. (b) Four-triangle sample.
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Note that side length is different from feature length,
though both of them are related to the side length of the
triangle. +e feature length just controls the edge whose two
vertices are both features, while side length controls the rest
of the edge length. +e reason for choosing two parameters
to control is that it makes the method more flexible. In this
way, more details of the foreground of the image can be
preserved; meanwhile, more details of the image background
can be discarded.

As shown in Figure 9, the petal of the flower of the top-
right image is more simplified than the others. +is is be-
cause the increase of cos(angle(cab)) and feature length will
make the feature vertices collapse more freely. Specifically,
the increase of cos(angle(cab)) makes the restriction on the
sharp triangle in the collapse conditions relax so that the
collapse that has a greater impact on the shape of the feature
can also occur; and a larger feature length parameter value
leads to the fact that, after more collapses occur, the feature
length can still be within the limit. +ese two changes will
make the final number of triangles less, so more details of the
picture will be lost. But more triangles and better details will
take up more memory. As shown in Table 1, with the de-
crease of cos(angle(cab)) and feature length, the number of
triangles increased. Although the details of the picture are
better, the memory increases. +erefore, when
cos(angle(cab)) is −0.8 and feature length is 10, the feature
vertices can hardly collapse and may generate many tiny
triangles to be close to the curve. So, as can be seen in
Figure 9, the details of the image under this setting are better,
but its memory is the largest in Table 1.

In Figure 10, when the side length is 10, the simplified
triangular mesh is very dense, and the details of the output
image are well preserved. However, when the side length
becomes 100, a smaller number of triangles can represent
this image; meanwhile, the details are not preserved well.
+us, if the side length becomes bigger, the number of tri-
angles will decline. +erefore, this parameter can determine
the density of triangles. At the same time, it can be seen in
Table 2 that as the side length increases, the memory also
increases. It also shows that better preservation of picture
details comes at the cost of memory increase.

+e three parameters actually can impact the details of
one output vector image by controlling the triangles’
number and shape (angle, side length). +us, details and
memory trade-off can be done for different needs.

4.2. K-Medoids for Color Simplification Experiment. +is
experiment is about the use of K-medoids for reducing the
number of colors and about the difference in changing the
value K in K-medoids. Usually, after getting the vector
image, many colors may not be important to the contri-
bution of image features. If the number of useless colors in
one image can be reduced with the most details of the image
maintained, the storage cost of this image will be reduced.
+erefore, an algorithm for simplifying the number of colors
is needed. Fortunately, in data science, K-medoids is an
unsupervised method for clustering data and it is robust to
noise. It can be exactly used to cluster the colors in images to
achieve the purpose of reducing the number of useless
colors.

For each triangle, one color is saved as an RGB format.
+erefore, each color in RGB format can be regarded as a 3D
space point, which can then be clustered by K-medoids. For
each cluster, there is one central point making the equal
distance between the center points and keeping all member
points in this cluster smallest. After the termination of the
K-medoids algorithm, all member points in one cluster will
be replaced by center points, which means all colors in this
cluster are replaced by center color. K-medoids is sensitive to
the initial parameters so that sometimes initial colors can be
selected manually for further preciseness.

It is set that cos(angle) � −0.5, feature length � 30, side
length � 30, and K is in {15, 10, 5}, where K denotes the
number of clusters in K-medoids (i.e., the number of
colors for the vector image). +ere are different values of K
in {15, 10, 5} tested whose outputs are illustrated in
Figure 11.

As shown in Figure 11, with the number of colors
descending, the apple just keeps the most important colors
(i.e., red and green). +is is because K-medoids can find a
good color to represent a group of colors. +e last apple
shows that only 5 colors can represent this apple. It proves
that K-medoids can efficiently cluster image colors and keep
the most important color for apples. Furthermore, it is
obvious that when the number of colors descends, the vector
image will become less detailed. For example, compared with
the first apple in Figure 11, the last apple loses minor texture
significantly. If one image with many similar colors is unable
to be distinguished, the adoption of K-medoids can decrease
the number of colors and also reduce the storage of this
image.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: +e pipeline of image vectorization. From left to right are input image, Canny detection, simplified triangular mesh, and vector
image.
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4.3. 8e Advantages of Four-Triangle Sample Experiment.
+ere is an approach called the four-triangle sample method
in the process of color selection, which will be described
below. One triangle is generallymarked as a reference triangle;
the remaining three triangles sharing an edge with the ref-
erence triangle are also taken into account. Finally, the color
fitting will be arranged for sampling points from these four
triangles. In this experiment, a comparison of the difference
between using and not using this method will be conducted.

It is set that cos(angle)� −0.5, feature length� 30, and
side length� 30. +e compared parameter here is the
number of sampling triangles, which tends to be one and
four, respectively.

In Figure 12, the magnification part shows that the four-
triangle sample (Figure 12(c)) is more robust than the one-
triangle sample (Figure 12(b)). +e original image
(Figure 12(a)) has many noisy colors such as the ground
color in the original image. +e one-triangle sample may

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Input image. (b) Vector image.
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f 10 f 30 f 50

C –0.8

C –0.5

C –0.2

Figure 9:+e influence of cos(angle(cab)) and feature length.We can see that the increase of cos(angle(cab)) and feature length will lead to
less limitation for feature collapse.

Side length = 10 Side length = 30 Side length = 50 Side length = 100

Figure 10: Vector image with different side length.

Table 1: +e size of experimental results images of the source image with a size of 32 kB under different parameters.

Image size (kB) f� 10 f� 30 f� 50
c� −0.2 18.1 15.3 12.2
c� −0.5 19.8 17.6 14.7
c� −0.8 23.7 20.3 17.4

Table 2: +e size of experimental results images of the source image with a size of 758 kB under different parameters.

Side length 10 30 50 100
Image size (kB) 636.2 531.6 425.4 239.7
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increase the proportion of these noisy colors, which may
cause many small discontinuity triangles. Differently, the
four-triangle sample takes the neighbor triangles into ac-
count, which is able to reduce the proportion of noisy colors.
To expand this method, a larger number of triangles can be
sampled for a better result. However, computing costs
should be concerned in that case. +erefore, users should
consider the balance of cost and result when using the four-
triangle sample method. Any reference triangle of the four-
triangle sample method is unlikely to be influenced by
feature triangles which are sharing the same feature edge
with reference triangle but on different sides.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Due to its simplicity and effectiveness, this paper’s method has
the ability to do image triangulation quickly. In addition, some
parameters are provided to adjust the density of triangles or
the extent of the collapse. Problems of collapse such as overlap
and sharp triangles are fixed by the sort-edge method. Using
one color to represent one triangle makes less computation
and storage, while it may cause a challengeable task since one
color may lead to large error. +anks to the four-triangle
sample method, this problem can be conquered and color
selection tends to be more robust. Our method outputs each
triangle’s three vertices and RGB color, which then can be
saved as an SVG format image to get a vector image.

+ere are still some limitations to this method and
recommendations for future work. For example, in tex-
tureless areas like the cloud in Figure 12, the performance
of this method still has the potential to improve. To be more
specific, the number of features is not large enough, and so
they are not representative enough in textureless areas. In
order to acquire more features, adjusting parameters of
Canny is suggested. However, increasing features may
cause additional unexpected limitations, which might re-
sult in dense triangles. Conclusively, the result of feature
detection is a big consideration for the authors. +erefore,
it tends to be recommended to explore a method for fa-
cilitating feature detection in the future. For the consid-
eration of time and space efficiency, the conversion method
proposed in this paper is relatively simple, but the con-
version result of some specific types of pictures is com-
pletely acceptable. In the future, we plan to develop a
quantitative measurement method to measure the quality
of the conversion result or even directly measure the
original image to determine whether this method is suitable
for it.

Data Availability

+e software code and samples used to support the findings
of this study are available from the corresponding author
upon request.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12: Comparison of one-triangle sample with four-triangle sample. (a) Original image. (b) One-triangle color selection. (c) Four-
triangle color selection.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: Simplified color. From left to right, the number of colors is getting less. (a) Stylized image. (b) Stylized image number of color 15.
(c) Stylized image number of color 10. (d) Stylized image number of color 5.
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